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OUTLINE
I. Introduction
A. Although Spenser is not an imitator in a narrow sense,
he was undoubtedly acquainted with the Ple'iade.
1. Richard Kuleaster introduced this influence to
Spenser at an early age.
a. Spenser's translation of Du Bellay is evidence.
II. Body
A. The Ple'iade, a group of seven French poets, intro-
duced into France a new spirit of poetry.
1. Of these seven members the most important were
:
a. Ronsard, the founder of the school,
b. Du Bellay, the spokesman,
c. Daurat, the scholar and teacher.
2. Their aims, set forth in Du Bellay' s manifesto,
"La Deffence," were twofold:
a. to introduce into France the types of the
ancient languages, Greek and Latin;
b. to exalt the vulgar tongue and enlarge its
vocabulary,
(1) by going back to the ancient native
tongue
,
(2) by borrowing from other languages,
(3) by inventing words,
(4) by bee or in r " familiar with the terms in
the arts and trades.

E. In England Spenser is to launch the new poetry and
do for England what the Fle'iace had done for France,
1. We may infer an influence of the Ple'iade from the
fact that their work was well known in England.
a. Gascoigne's "Certayne Notes of Instruction"
echoed Ronsard's "Abrege de l'Art Po^tique
Francois.
"
b. rulcaster expressed similar ideas in "The
First Part of the Flementarie.
"
(1) These ideas were akin to what the
Italians had been saying,
c. The Areopa/us, centered around Sidney, set
themselves up as a group of critics.
(1) Spenser's group and the Areopagus have
common aims.
(a) But Spenser seems to represent the
freer, more creative aspect, and the
Areopa.us, the more formal and set rules.
d. A few of the other influences to bring Spenser
in touch vrith the Ple'iade v/ere:
(1) Watson's "Passionate Century of Sonnets,"
(2) Webbe's nA Critical Discourse of English
Poetrie,
"
(3) the interest of Queen Elizabeth in Ronsard
2. We find in Spenser evidence of trying to adapt to
English the types used by the ancients.
•#
•
a. The pnstoral s < sed chiefly in "The
Shepheardes Calender."
(1) E. F.'s comments give concrete statement
of what Spenser was trying to do:
(a) to follow the example of the ancients
(1) in the vse of the eclogue,
(2) in "speaking covertly",
(3) in the attitude toward poetry.
b. For his masterpiece, "The Faerie Queene," he
adopts the epic type.
(1) This Ronsard did in his "Franciade."
(2) The use of the Arthurian legend follows
the advice of Du Bellay.
(3) The time-unity follows Minturno and
Ronsard.
c. Other types used by Spenser were the elegy,
satire, the adaptation of the Latin marriage
hymn and the Italian canzone, epigrams, and the
sonnet.
3, Spenser has the same aims as the Pl^iade in regard
to the use of the language.
a. He is cultivating the ancient tongue and
restoring old words.
b. He borrows where necessary.
c. He invents new f,orms.
d. He shows knowledge of the arts end trades.

e. In versification he experiments v/ith the same
spirit.
(1) Like Ronsard, he appreciates the analogy
and importance of music,
C. Perhaps most similarity may be found v/ith the
Pleiade by a comparison of the "Amoretti" and "Les
Amours. "
1. The sonnet was the most representative type of
expression of the Pldiade.
a. Ronsard wrote nearly a thousand sonnets,
chiefly in sequences.
b. Du Bellay and de Eaif also wrote sonnets.
c. All these show marked Petrarchan influence.
2. The sonnet is practically an Italian invention.
a. Dante was the first of note to use it, hut
/etrarch made it popular.
b. The sonnet sequence has certain character-
istic qualities.
(1) These sonnets recite the course of
emotion toward some fair lady,
(2) They picture the panrs and joys of
love.
(3) A few pay tribute to famous men,
(4) They picture love in its ethereal
aspects
.
(5) The physical attributes of the lady
-
help bring out the "Idea" of beauty.
(6) They contain m?my conceits and an
imagery derived from imitation.
3. The French were instrumental in bringing
sonnet literature into En land.
a. It is not surprising then to find simi-
larity between Spenser (one of the fathers
of the Elizabethan sonnet) and the Fldiade.
(1) In content of forms, Ronsard's
sequences are more like Petrarch's
(2) There is similarity in the treatment
of t^e lady in:
(a) her cruelty,
(b) her qualities of beauty, chiefly
her eyes and her hair,
(c) her mind and her character.
(3) There are similarities of use of
figures of speech and of certain ideas.
(a) Examples are the references to
sun, moon, stars, lightning,
diamonds, glass, sapphires, tigers,
ships, and the war of love.
(b) Both use a little biographical
material.
(c) Spenser, like Ronsard, dwells
on the idea that his verse will

make the lady immortal.
(4) Spenser probably frets his use of the
Alexandrine and of the caesura from the
French.
III. Conclusion
A. Though we cannot accuse Spenser of bein fi an imitator,
we see that he shows a similarity to the Pl£iade.
1. Doubtless Spenser found many suggestions of idea
in "Les Amours" and in Du Bellay's poems and other
works of the Pl^iade.
B. As we contemplate Spenser's ooems, we realize that
he is the true representative of t^e Renaissance for
England.
1. In this he is like the Pleiade in their work
for Prance.
a. TTis effort, purpose, and accomplishment are
analogous
:
(1) in the exaltation of the vernacular,
(2) in the adaptation of classic types,
(3) in the creation of a new poetry.

f1
EDMUND SPENSER AND THE PLEIADE, A COMPARISON CENTERING
IN "THE AMORETTI" AND "LES AMOURS"
As Bacon cannot be called a mean or servile imitator
and borrower of Montaigne simply because he was acquainted
with the work of Montaigne, so it is not to be supposed that
Edmund Spenser was in any mean sense an imitator of Ronsard,
Ariosto, or any other foreign writer. Yet it is not to be
questioned that his acquaintanceship with their works did in-
spire and influence him and color his writings.
Spenser undoubtedly knew well the movement that was go-
ing on in France during the sixteenth century under the name
of the Pleiade. His schoolmaster at the Merchant Tailors
school, Richard Mulcaster, would have seen to that, for Mul-
caster was a firm believer in the mother tongue as a liter-
ary vehicle and was advocating the same principles in the
furtherance of the vulgar tongue set forth by the Pleiade in
Prance. It is very likely that Uulcaster s influence intro-
duced Spenser to the French poets at an early age. Evidence
of this lies in the fact that Spenser's earliest work was a
translation of Du Bellay, which was published by Van der
Noodt in 1569 and was called "The Visions of Bellay". To
prove how closely the poet was to follow this school of poets
to which he had been introduced, how much of his poetry was
directly influenced by them, and what inspiration he owed to
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them rather than to a common inspiring poet, like Petrarch,
might be very difficult, but that Spenser had aims in com-
mon with the French school, did often the same things they
did, and used passages similar to theirs can hardly be dis-
puted.
The Pleiade was a group of seven poets living in the
sixteenth century, so-called directly after the group of
Greek poets, the Pleiades, but also after this idea: that
they thought of themselves as a sort of literary constella-
tion to the French language. They realized that the ancient
classics had something in them that satisfied a deep need of
the day, a need which could no longer be fulfilled by the
medieval French poets. At the same time they felt the dig-
nity and importance of their own tongue, for had not the an-
cients, indeed, used their own tongue and made it great? (*!• ).
It devolved upon this group of artists, therefore, to give to
France a new poetry, the forms and types of v/hich, to be sure,
should come out of ancient literature, the Greek and the Latin,
but the language of which should be an enriched vernacular.
This group included Pierre de Ronsard, (1524-1585), the out-
standing poet and originator of the Ple'iade; Joachim Du Bellay,
(1525-1560), the spokesman of their ideals; Jean Daurat, (1503-
1588), Greek scholar and teacher; Remi Belleau, (1527-1577);
*1. "Edmund Spenser" — Renwick, pp. 22, 23
i
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Etienne Jodelle, (1532-1573); Jean-kntoine de Bal'f, (1531-
1539); and Pontus de Thyard, (1521-1005). Theories of their
school were put forth both by Ronsard and by Du Bellay, but
the chief spokesman of the essential ideas was Du Bellay,
in his "La Defence et 1 \ Illustration de la Langue Francaise",
published in 1548, This work in general presents a plea for
French as a language of literature capable of holding its
own on a par with the ancient Greek and Latin. All that is
needed is that it be ^sed by "great spirits for a vehicle of
beautiful thoughts and noble sentiments". (-»-l). Above all,
as the medium of expressing these thoughts and sentiments,
the Ple'iade advocated the introduction into French of the
great classical types, allotting among themselves the tasks
of producing the various types in French: for instance,
Ronsard, the epic; Jodelle, dramatic poetry; Belleau, pastoral
and descriptive poetry; and all of them, lyric poetry. This
last type they fashioned first after Pindar, then after
Anacreon and I orace; but they included in their models for
imitation some of the Italian poets, chiefly Petrarch and
the Petrarchists, especially in their use of the sonnet. (---2),
-::-l. "La Grande Encyclpedie", Tome 26, "La Pleiade" par A.
Jeauroy.
•2. "La Grande Encyclpedie", Tome 26, "La Pleiade" par A.
Jeauroy.
i
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Let us look more closely at this group of poets called
the Ple'iade and review their aims and their service to France,
They are the renaissance men of France, in a word, the fathers
of modern French lyricism. (-"-1). They came at a time when
the French public were not entirely unprepared for them, for
the humanist poets who were writing in Latin had already
given evidence of an intellectual culture drawn entirely from
antiquity. They were surrounded by a Latinizing world. One
is reminded in passing that the England into which Spenser
stepped was not unlike this France. There, too, Latin was
much in vogue, and even Bacon thought that Latin was the
language that was to endure. At the same time trere existed
in France the survivors of a medieval poetry, chiefly repre-
sented by the school of Clement l.arot. These they opposed
and also the rhetoricians, who sought to prolong the existence
of old French poetic forms, such as rondeaux, ballades, vire-
lays, royal chants, and chansons. But the temptation of the
period was to write in Latin. At first Ronsard was inclined
to Agree that the assurance of renown lay in the writing of
Latin. He, nevertheless, scrupulously refrained from its use
himself, believing his mission to be the renewal from top to
bottom of the French language, its matter and form, its inspi-
*Xm The material in the following, about the Ple'iade, is
taken chiefly from "Ronsard et 1 'Humanisme" nar P. de Nolhac,
Paris, Librairie Ancienne Konore" Champion, Edouard Champion
5, Qual Kalaquais, 1921.

ration and vocabulary. He had to show, therefore, that his
new style was sufficient for all poetry. He had a natural
taste, however, for Latin which is in keeping with his scorn
for contemporary French writers, Karot excepted, whom he
placed apart and whom he always loved as a somewhat earlier
master, much as Spenser loved and reverenced Chaucer,
Across the Alps Into Italy Ronsard looked for the exam-
ple of what he v/ished to do. There already theorists like
rietro Bembo and Sperone Speroni had set forth principles
which made the vulgar tongue triumph in Italy. There, too,
was the group of Italian humanists whose works had comprised
almost a third classical literature. In copying these neo-
Latinists, Ronsard acquired skill in adapting their senti-
ments to his own time. There was then no prejudice against
borrov/ing or stealing; the habit of the Middle Ages of using
old material had not as yet perhaps been shaken off. Besides,
it was a period of an active, deliberate, and systematic
despoiling of learned languages for the profit of poetry.
Later Spenser Is to do the same thing, in Italy particularly
In hia adaptations of the ideas of Ariosto, and in France in
his borrowings from I.'arot, Du Bellay, and others. But both
Ronsard and Spenser were sovereign masters of what they were
doing. They had the breath of genius in them and were assim-
ilators rather than imitators.
"..e have referred to Ronsard as the originator of the
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Pl^iade. Re had "been a page and then a soldier, visiting in
his travels Scotland, England, and Germany. At the age of
seventeen he became deaf and gave up the life of a soldier,
settling down to study at the home of his friend, Lazare de
Balf, ps a companion student to the son, Jean-Antoine de Balf,
seven years his junior. Their teacher was Jean Daurat, a
very gifted man, learned in three languages, French, Latin,
and Greek, with remarkable power of inspiration, something of
a poet himself, but more of an inspirer of others. From him
Ronsard gained his knowledge and love of Greek, which Daurat
taught his pupils by having them translate the Greek into
Latin, thus perfecting for them both their Lat'n and Greek.
In 1547 he transferred his two pupils to the college of
Coqueret, which soon became the magnet for students eager
to work under Daurat, the "man of gold", as he was called,
and to be associated with the great Ronsard. One or two years
later, Ronsard happened to meet Du Bellay, and in talking
with him found him very enthusiastic about the same ideas and
ideals that Ronsard himself was developing. These ideas bed
first come through Jaqnes Peletier to Ronsard, then to Du
Bellay. Ronsard urged Du Bellay to join the group at Coqueret.
This was the nucleus of the Pl£iade, whose ideas wero defi-
nitely set forth with the publication in the same year of
Du Bellay »s "La Defence et 1 ' Illustration".
In this, the manifesto (-*1) of the new school of poets,
•1, See note on next page.
f
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Du Eellay divides those who are working against the progress
of the French lanuage into two classes: (1) the ignorant
poets and coartesans, who allow the language to grow poorer
each day; (2) the erudite, who reject with a smile all writ-
ing in French and prefer Latin, claiming that the native
tongue is not copious and rich enough. The latter, says Du
Eellay, is one reason, not for deserting, but for working to
enrich it. It is absolutely necessary to break with the past.
Therefore, with one stroke Du Bellay suppresses all the ancient
poetry, and consigns to floral games the old French poetry,
like rondeaux, virelays, and chansons. In their place the
new school would install the ancient forms brought to life
again: epigrams, elegies, odes, satires, eclogues, tragedies
and comedies, sonnets, ("pleasant and learned Italian con-
ventions"), and especially epic poems. For material, too,
inspiration is to be sought in the ancients, for the moderns
have not shown themselves capable of the necessary inspira-
tion. Du Eellay constantly recommends that one should take
over the results of the Latin and Greek literature and imitate
these. The greater part of art, he says, consists in Imita-
tion, but it should be an imitation neither superficial nor
servile. They must take the best authors, assimilate them,
*1« The contents of this manifesto are taken from "Kistoire
de la Littdrature Francaise" par Rene' Doumic, pp. 103-105.
f
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devour them, and after having digested them well, convert
them into living things.
The poet will also have no fear of inventing, adapting,
and composing French words in imitation of the Greek, He
will also take in the old lan uage, words that it would be
wrong to lose, and he will set them in his work like precious
jewels. He will create new turns of phrase, like the infin-
itive for a noun, the adjective for the noun, the noun for the
adverb. He will try to give more sparkle and precision to
the language, and to delve into the realm of technical terms.
"Again I want to turn your attention toward haunting at tines
not only the learned, but also all sorts of workers and people
of the mechanical trades, like mariners, smelters, painters,
engravers, and so forth, in order to know their inventions
of words, the names of the materials, the tools, and the
terms vsed in their arts and trades, in order to draw thence
those beautiful comparisons and lively descriptions of all
things," (*1), Then follows some advice on rime, which be
says should be rich without falling into the excesses and the
superstitions of the old school, Ee ends with an ardent plea
to young French poets to seize upon the spoils of Greece and
to pillage its sacred treasures without conscience.
One going across the Channel a generation after Ronsard
*1« Translation of a passage quoted in Doumic, page 105.
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had started the Pleiade on its literary ascendancy, to see
what signs of creative literary endeavor were beginning to
appear in England, would have found Edmund Spenser with his
two friends, Gabriel Harvey and E. K. (or Edward Lirke ), at
Cambridge, It would have been late enough after the pro-
nouncements of Du Bellay for them to have been acquainted both
directly and indirectly with what these men of the Ple'iade
were doing. Their dates show that most of their poetry bad
been written and their theories and aims well set forth by
the time Spenser was ready to give expression to bis genius.
He, too, like Ronsard was feeling this urge of a movement of
European scope, which we may call the renaissance, and so was
to become in a very real sense the renaissance man of England.
Of the three men* Spenser had the real poetic genius, but
seconded and encouraged by these two friends, Harvey and Kirke,
he v/as soon to launch the new poetry, performing for England
what Ronsard and the Ple'iade had done for France.
That the work of the Pleiade was well-known in England
is shown by the fact that "every English critic down to Ben
Jonson shows evident signs of acquaintanceship with the French
ideas." Gascoigne's "Certayne iotes of Instruction",
published before the "Shep 1 eardes Calender", is largely taken
from Ronsard's "Abrege7 de 1 'Art Poetique Frangois." Further-
#1« "Edmund Spenser" - Renwick, page 25.
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more, out of his teaching experience of many years, lulcaster
published in 1532 "The First Fart of the Elementarie", {*!)
in which he echoed the same sentiments for the use of the
native tongue that had been voiced by the Pleiade and before
them by the first in the movement, the Italians, Sperone
Speroni (*2) first gave it vivid utterance in his "Dialogo
delle Linguie.", published in 1543, when he had his character
Feretto say: "I hold firmly, that the tongues of every
country, Arabian and Indian as Roman and Athenian, ore of
equal value, and rormed by mortal men for a purpose, through
judgment. You should not speak of them as a thing produced
by nature, for they are made and regulated by the artifice of
the peoples after their own will, not planted or sown
Languages are not born like trees or herbs, this weak and
infirm of kind, that solid and robust and fit to bear the
weight of our human conceptions, but all their qualities
are born into the world at the will of mortals — No tongue
in the world, be it what you will, can have of itself the
power to signify the conceptions of our minds, but all lies in
the vrill of the peoples." And now 1 ulcaster, who had been
the teacher of Spenser, was saying in essence that every
schoolboy should be trained in the reading, writing, and
*!• "Edmund Spenser"—henwick, page 15.
*2. "Edmund Spenser"—Renwick, page 14.
r
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construction of his own language, that no tongue is superior
to any other by nature, that the learned tongues may thank
their own people for their greatness, and that therefore it
behooves a people to cherish their own language. This
championship of the mother tongue on the part of lulcaster
brings us close indeed to Spenser, We may take this as a
partial proof of the bond in spirit between Spenser and the
Pleiade. Imbued with the ideas of fiulcaster and strategically
situated in point of view of time, Spenser must have felt his
peculiar mission even as the Pleiade felt theirs, to bring
to fulfillment the ideal of using his native language as a
proper and fit vehicle for a new and great poetry. No one
could better fulfill in himself the aims of the Pleiade than
he did, for Spenser is the "great spirit" usin
;
English "as
a vehicle of beautiful thoughts and noble sentiments", and
consciously making effort to bring into English what was fine
and good in other languages.
There are two chief aspects to the Pleiade, one its in-
spiration to imitate the anc-.ents, and the other its influence
in the cultivation and vitalization of a native tongue. In
speaking of what was going on in England obat might compare
with the Pleiade
/
it is necessary to speak also of another group
of men of Elizabethan England, the so-called Areopagus, center-
ing around Sir Philip Sidney. This group in a way more close-
ly resembled the Pleiade than did Spenser T s little band. For
•r
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they had formulated a set of literary principles after Horace's
"Ars Foetica, " which they tried to graft artificially onto
the English, a purpose .cognate with the tendency toward a
precise and orderly plan characteristic of the French. Y/hile
it is not the purpose of this paper to discuss Sidney and his
followers at any great length, the Areopagus is undoubtedly
one of the influences which helped bring Spenser into closer
touch with the Fle^iade. (*!)• This would come about partly
through Spenser's personal contact with Sidney (1578-1580) and
possibly partly through Gabriel Harvey, who v:as employed by
the Earl of Leicester, himself an avowed admired of Ronsard
and also an uncle of Sidney. The Areopagus, however, was not
destined to make Spenser servile to their rules. In the main
the Areopagus represents the more formal classical side of the
ideas of the Ple'iade, and Spenser, it seems to me, the more
creative. The two groups, however, are sympathetic with each
other because of their generally common purposes. We first
hear of the Areopagus from Gabriel Harvey in a letter to
Spenser, and Spenser speaks of them as the "whole senate" of
Sidney's group, showing that they evidently held themselves
as a school of critics like the Pleiade and that they consist-
ed of a considerable number of members. They were trying to
impose Latin verse on English poetry, and we find that Spenser
*1« The material in the following pages was digested chiefly
from "French Influence on the Beginnings of English Classicism"
i by Elizabeth Jelliffe I.lacintire.
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and Harvey v/ere experimenting with English verse written in
this manner, which they exchanged with each other for criti-
cism. Harvey in particular was enthusiastic about Latinized
verse. But Spenser had the good sense to give it up, realiz-
ing that Latin prosody and English poetry did not go together.
None of it appears in his published verse.
Here we have definite evidence of the independence and
the good sense of Spenser, qualities which kept him from
servility and allowed to come forth a natural diffei^ence in
his work from that of the Ple'iade, in whom he was undoubtedly
interested, and at the same time differentiated him from some
of the work of the Areopagus. The French, as George Saints-
bury tells us, are the natural inheritors of the class-
ical Latin literature, and therefore quite naturally adopt
the forms and metres of the ancients and appropriate them as
their own. The English, on the contrary, quite naturally
rebel to restraints and restrictions as something quite for-
eign to themselves, for they are not the natural heirs of
Latin, but of their own Anglo-Saxon literature. Saintsbury
further shows how the English adopt foreign forms but bend
them to their own use and inject into them their own matter
»1. "The Collected Essays and Letters of George Saintsbury"
1875-1923 pp. 220-249. The ideas on the difference between
the French and the English are inspired from this v/ork.
• • • »*
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with characteristic independence. Not so the French, who
perceive what the lavrs are to be, then stick to them. It
is not surprising then that Spenser seems somewhat less im-
itative than the French school. While the i le'lade were on
the right track for France, the Areopagus in following them
in the principles of imitation by close adherence to an art-
ificial set of rales were wrong for the English language.
Spenser in being willing to experiment with Latin prosody,
but in refusing to spoil his poetry with it, was right.
Again he is the true man of the renaissance for England. His
parallel with the French school lies in the identical process
of imitation, but with a different conclusion reached. Spen-
ser, perceiving its inappropriateness for English use, was to
gain from it an appreciation of the fact that there are rules,
and that as the ancients solved their problem and found the
rules for themselves, so the English are to find the rules
that are appropriate for t eir own language < The French
followed the ancients with much greater adulation; their
rules became the French rules, to be logically and carefully
followed. Dorat and his disciples loved Horace, Ovid, and
Virgil, and naturally so, but Spenser loved Chaucer.
Let us see whether there are any other influences that
may have brought Spenser into touch with the Pleiade besides
his remarkably versatile schoolmaster, Mulcaster, his companion,
Gabriel Harvey, and his friend, Sidney. We have already

i•
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referred to Gascoir;ne, whose "Notes and Instructions" was
similar to the "Deffence" of Da Bellay. In it he suggests
imitation of Ivarot and also of the - leiade. Spenser very
earDy did both: "Visions of Petrarch" through a translation
by I.'arot, and "Visions of Bellay" after Du Bellay' s "Les
Antiquite's de Bore." Incidentally, it is interesting to note
that Harvey was a friend of G-ascoigne. Another work showing
Ple'iade interest Is "Passionate Century of Sonnets" (1582),
by Thomas Watson, a follower of the Areopagus. This work is
a collection of imitations of foreign authors, with a preface
to each peom telling whom he is imitating; and what the sub-
stance of the poem Is. Four or five of these are from
Ronsard. Another follower of the Areopagus is V/ebbe, who
published "A Critical Discourse of -English Poetrie" (about
1589), comparing Latin and English for expressiveness. - This
work shows possibly Spenser had fully as 7-uch Influence on
him as he on Spenser, for he speaks very highly of the "new
poet' f Spenser, and says that rir.e "is derived from barbarism,
but is justified by usage." (#1). At any rate it is evidence
of familiarity with Pleia-'e ideas. Another possible influence
on Spenser, particularly in his tendency to exalt the vernac-
ular, was a eulogy on the French language, published in 1580
by Estienne, a follower of the Pleiade and a friend of Sidney's.
*!• Kacintire p. 503

it
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Again, we can but infer that the inspiration for the develop-
ment of a real literary art in England would have been made
much keener by the great admiration felt by Queen Elizabeth
for the poet Ronsard, an admiration shared by Mary and also
the Earl of Leicester, This would naturally give impetus
to the study of the Ple'iade. Furthermore, it is not beyond
the realm of possibility that Spenser may have made a visit
to France. (-»-l). Ee expresses such an intention in the
December Eclogue of the "Shepheardes Calender" (1579). In
that event he would have become acquainted with the Plelade
group. Besides, literary men of England had been in constant
intercourse with France, as travelers, as students, and as
soldiers. Sidney is one of these, but there would be many
others. Finally, there was the study of French literature
at the University. Harvey speaks of their reading in his
correspondence with Spenser, in which French is emphasized.
In a general survey of Spenser f s work to discover what
there was as to type (-»-2) that might show similarity to or
influence of the Ple'iade, "The Shepheardes Calender" and
"The Fairy rueene" would receive attention, as the main work
of his poetical life. Spenser's first uublished work, aside
*1. Suggested by Elizabeth Macintire in "French Influence
on the Beginnings of English Classicism".
-~-2. A helpful discussion of types appears in Renwick's
"Edmund Spenser", Chapter II, pp. 34-64
•i
i
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from his early translations in Van der Hoodt, was "The
Shepheardes Calender." This publication served three purposes I
experimentation, presentation of a manifesto, and declaration
of allegiance to a school. In order to assure perfect clear-
ness in what he was doing, the author presented his work
through his friend, E. K., who commented on, furnished a gloss
to, and prefaced the poem with a letter o:' explanation
addressed to Gabriel Harvey. In thus getting a friend to
edit his work for him, Spenser was following the example of
Ronsard; compare buret's commentary to Ronsard's "Amours."
In that S. K. presents Spenser's poetical theories, the work
is a manifesto in very much the same way as Du Pellay's "La
Deffence.
"
L'othing like "The Shepheardes Calender" had ever appeared,
in England before, but It was in type according to good pre-
cedents, including both national (Chaucer) and classical. In
using the pastoral, Spenser was following the classical ex-
ample of Virgil. E. K. says he was trying to furnish our
language with this type of writing, the eclogue. To quote
E. K.
:
"And also appeareth by the baseness of the rame, wherein,
it semeth, be chose rather to unfold great matter of argument
couertl-r, then professing it, not suffice thereto accordingly,
hich mowed him rather in Aeglog^es, then other wise to write,
.
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doubting perhaps his habilitie, which he little needed, or
mynding to furish our tongue with this kinde, wherein it
faulteth, or following the example of the best and most aun-
cient Poetes, which demised this kind of wryting, being both
so base for the matter, and hoi-ely for the manner, at the
first to trye their liabilities: and as young birdes, that
be newly crept out of the nest, by little first to prone
theyr tender wyngs, before they make a greater flyght. So
flew Theocritus, as you may perce'ue he was all ready full
fledged. So flew Virgile, as not yet well feeling his winges.
So flew 1'antuane, as being not full somd. So Petrarque. So
Eoccace. So Llarot, Sanazarus, and also diners other excel-
lent both Italian and French Poetes, Y/hose foting this Author
e»tery where followeth, yet so as few, but they be wel sented
can trace him out. So finally flyeth this our new Poete, as
a bird, whose principals be scarce grower out, but yet as
that in time shall be hable to keepe wing with the best," (---1).
In this passage we perceive reference to two things
similar to the ideas of the Pleiade: one, the definite adop-
tion of a classical type, and second the idea of veiling a
treatment of contemporary matters, "speaking covertly,"
Virgil had done the same thing, and it was a Renaissance
-«-l. "Spenser's Poetical "'or\s, : ' Oxford University Press,
page 418.
'*
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convention for the poet not to appear in person. So Spenser
introduced himself to the public in the guise of Shepherd Colin
and henceforth so called himself . A shepherd had come to mean
a poet, and because of Virgil, a scholar poet. This publica-
tion then meant the advent of a new poetry, a new poetic form
for England, and a new poetic personality. (*).
Another parallel is found in the "October Eclogue": "In
Cuddie is set out the perfecte paterne of a Poete, whiche find-
ing no xaintenaunce of his state and studies, complayneth of
the contempte of Poetrie, and the causes thereof: Specially
having bene in all ages, and euen amongst the most barbarous
alwayes of singular accounpt and honor, and being indede so
worthy and commendable an artel or rather no arte, but a diuine
gift and heauenly instinct not to bee gotten by laboure and
learning, but adorned with both: and poured into the witte by a
certaine 'cv0ouo-i.acrj4.os. and celestiall inspiration, as the Au-
thor hereof els where at large discourseth, in his booke
called the English Poete, which booke being lately coate to
my hands, I mynde also by Gods grace upon further aduisement
to publish." (*2). This complaint of the contempt of poetry
is like that of Horace, Sidney, Du Bellay, and Ronsard. He
speaks here of the divine inspiration of poets as do Sidney
*1. "Edmund Spenser? Renwick, p. 39.
2. "Spenser's Poetical Works," Oxford University Press,
page 456.
—<
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and Honsard. (-"-!). Further likeness here is that Spenser
is putting Horace into practice in imitating Theocritus. Like
Horace he thinks that the cause of contempt for poetry is
that poets write of the wrong things; like Horace, also, he
says that the general public do not appreciate poetry.
In the November Eclogue Spenser is following a suggestion
of Du Eellay's, that Harot's pastorals are worthy of imitation
"This Aeglogue is made in imitation of Karot his song, which
he made upon the death of Loys the frenche Queene. " (--'2). In
the December Zclogue, E. K. says Spenser is following the
example of Ovid and Horace, in that the poet says he hath
made a calendar that shall endure for all time. (-«-3). This
idea of his poetry making for immortality is similar to
Ronsard's frequently repeated idea of the power of his verse
to make his mistress immortal.
"The Shepheardes Calender" is the chief use Spenser
made of the pastoral, but other examples of the type are:
"Colin Clout's Come Home Again," the elegies, "Daphnaida"
and Astrophel, " and part of Book VI of "The Faerie Oueene."
•1« "French Influence on the Beginnings of English Classic-
ism"- Macintire, p. 513.
-~-2. "Spenser's Poetical V.'orks," Oxford University Press,
page 4t0.
•«-3. "Spenser's Poetical Works," Oxford University Press,
page 4C7.
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Spenser's masterpiece quite logically took form in the
type represented by "The Faery Oueene". V.'e should expect
something on a heroic scale, hut because the Greek tragedy
wrs little known in England, and the Latin tragedy much in-
ferior to Virgil's epic, it is natural that Spenser turned to
the epic type, as Ronsard did in writing "La Franciade", and
not to the tragedy. As yet the distinction between the epic
and the romance type was not entirely clear. The French had
not perceived it, but Du Bellay was the first to remark on the
heroic character of "Orlando Furioso" of Ariosto. It was
thought to be an epic. Ronsard, considering it a misshapen
thing in structure, tried to improve upon it by following
strictly in his "Franciade" the epic rules laid down by Mln-
turno. He compares his work to the "Iliad" and the "Aeneid".
Similarly Spenser quotes as his precedents Homer, Virgil,
Ariosto, and Tasso. TIe was following the epic, but was think-
ing also of the romance. Du Bellay in his "La Deffence" had
called on some scholar-poet "Like Ariosto, choose me some one
of those fine old French romances such as Lancelot, Tristan
and others, and from it make to be born into the world again
an Admirable 'Iliad' and laborious 'Aeneid'." (-*1). We notice
Ronsard did this, and that Spenser in founding "The Faerie
Queene" on the Arthurian legend, was doing it likewise. If
#1. "La Deffence" page 120 (Renwick page 47).
I(
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this does not prove an influence, at least it shows a conmon
impulse. Again, as in "The Shepheardes Calender'', in treat-
ing contemporary matters, using national legend as a guise,
Spenser was following classical example; for Homer*, Virgil,
Ariosto, and Ronsard (-x-1) had done it before him. Then, too,
as Ronsard had based his epic effort on critical theory, so
Spenser showed in his letter to Raleigh that he was baling
his work on critical theory. Spenser's interest in Ariosto
as an epic model may have been stimulated by his reading of
Du Eellay. Gabriel Harvey discouraged him in the writing
of "The Faerie Queene," urging him to continue with the
"Nine Comedies" he had started. This, too, incidentally was
a classic imitation of type. Elizabeth Macintire (-"-2) says
Tasso was a later and stronger influence also probably through
Pleiade poetry and theories. Ronsard' s admiration for Tasso
was very great and often expressed. Another bit of evidence
of affinity \s that Du Eellay advised the condensation of
source, Spenser did this in his use of the material from
Geoffrey of Monmouth for one of the cantos in "The Faerie
Queene? and Ronsard did the same thing in "La Franc i ad e.
"
Kinturno made the time -unity of as epic one year. Both Ron-
*lm "Ednumd Spenser," Renwick, pages 47-48.
•*2. "French Influence on the Beginnings of English Classic-
ism, " page 516.
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sard in "La Franciade" and Spenser in "The Faerie Queene"
adopted this. (*1). One other classic influence possibly
through the French may be noted, the writing of conduct books,
Spenser says in his letter to Raleigh that "The Faerie Queene"
is one of these.
Cursorily, in Spenser's other poems, we may note various
definite or possible touches of the Pleiade. "Virgils Gnat"
is a translation of the "Culex, " mock elegiac, and the ": ui-
opotmos" is mock-heroic. In 'Mother Rubberds Tale" we have
a following of Chaucer, but it is worthy of note that this
is the best example of satire of the period, a type which
Horace had suggested in preference to farce, to be kept with-
in the bounds of good taste. (-"-2). Spenser made two trans-
lations of Du Eellay, "Ruines of Rome: by Bellay" and "The
Visions of Bellay, " and one of Petrarch, (but probably through
Farot), (*3), "The Visions of Petrarch." "The Visions of the
Worlds Vanitie" and "The Ruines of Time" are imitations of
these, (*4), and also "Teares of the ! uses. " (-«-5). This last
*1« f'acintire, page 516,
-"-2. "Classical Influence", Facintire.
if "
-«-3. Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. Ill, pages
250-251.
-"-4. "Edmiuid Spenser" - Fienwick, page 59.
*5. "French Influence" - Facintire, page 517.
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poem is on the same theme as Ronsard's "Dialogue entre les
I uses Deslorre'es et Ronsard. " The "Fowre Hymnes" introduced
into Enr-land "sn ancient form which Ronsard had reconstricted
for modern purposes in French." In these "Fowre Hymnes"
there is a mixture of paganism and religion which is character-
istic of the Pleiade. His "Epithalamion" and "Prothalamion"
were his own adaptation of the Latin marriage hymn and the
Italian canzone, T'is "Anacreontic Epigrams" were after an-
other Pleiade model. Probably more analogy with the Pleiade
exists in the "Amoretti" than in any other type Spenser used,
as we shall see later.
We reach one main conclusion from this survey of the
types csed by Spenser, that in this respect he was doing
exactly what the Pleiade aimed to do: he was blending into
his own language and tryin to make native to it ancient
known types. Whether he was directly influenced by them,
as he apparently was sometimes, " or whether he went back to
the classical literatures as suggested by them, the analogy is
nevertheless there. One would question the idea that this
should be a mere accident.
Ye'e have seen from a previous summarization of Du Pellay's
"La Deffence et 1' llustration de la Langue Francoise," that
the aims of the Pleiade in regard to the use of language
"Edmund Spenser" - Renwick, page 63
•
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were as the title suggests, first to champion the use of the
vulgar tongue and next to raise it to a dignity second to
none, to make it illustrious. The academic scholars did not
give much attention to the native tongue except for ordinary
use, and they were not believers in the vernacular. In Eng-
land there had been a dearth of poetry since Chaucer. A new
conception of language was needed. This conception, first
stated by Speroni, then by Hinturno, Du Bellay, and Ronsard,
reached Spenser through Mulcaster. The English position is
more analogous with the French than with the Italian, for the
Italians already had a well developed vernacular and were
working toward a standard, whereas it was necessary both for
the French and for the English to be bold to experiment. Ron-
sard and the Pleiade answered the call in France, Spenser in
England. Ronsard had said in his "Abrege de l'Art Poetique"
:
"Whoever were the first who dared to abandon the tongue of the
ancients to honour that of their country, were truly good chil-
dren and citizens not ungrateful, and worthy to be crowned on
a public statue, and from age to age men should have perpetual
memory of them and their virtues. Not that one must be igno-
rant of foreign tongues; I advise you to know them perfectly,
and with them, as with an ancient treasure found in the earth,
to enrich your own nation; for it is very difficult to write
well in the vulgar tongue if one is not learned in those of
the most honourable and famous foreigners. * fSee note page 26}
|1
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(#1). Spenser's views we may find in E. K.'s introduction to
"The Shepheardes Calender, " views which were also undoubtedly
set forth in full in the "English Poete" of Spenser mentioned
in the argument of the October Eclogue, but never published.
(*2). In this introduction we find among other remarks the
following: "his dewe obseruing of Decorum euerye where, in
personages, in seasons, in matter, in speach, and generally
in al seemely simplycitie of handeling his matter, and fram-
ing his words: the which of many thlngea which in him be
straunge, I know will seeme the straungest, the words them
selves bein;- so auncient, the knitting of them so short and
intricate, and the whole Periode and compasse of speache so
delightsome for the rourdnesse, and so graue for the straunge-
nesse, And firste of the wordes to speake, I graunt they be
something hard, and of most men vnused, yet both English,
and also vsed of most excellent Authors and most famous
Poetes. In whom whenas this our 1 bet hath bene much travelled
and throughly redd, how could it be, (as that worthy Oratour
sayde ) but that walking in the sonne although for other cause
he walked, yet needes he mought be sunburnt; and hauing the
sound of those auncient Poetes still ringing in his eares,
*1. Translation in "Edmund Spenser, "-Renwick, page 66.
-*2. "Spenser's Poetical Works," - Oxford University Press,
page 456.
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he mought needes in singing hit out some of theyr tunes. But
whether he useth them by suche casualtye and custome, or of set
purpose and choyse, as thinking them fittest for such rusticall
rudenesse of shepheards, eyther for that theyr rough sounde
would make his rymes more ragged and rustical, or els because
suche olde and obsolete wordes are most vsed of country folke,
sure I think, and think I think not amisse, that they bring
great grace and, as one would say, auctoritie to the verse ."(*l)
Here Spenser is doing exactly what the P16iade advocated in the
cultivation of the ancient tongue and also in the use of dia-
lects of his own time. While much of Spenser's archaism was
for the purpose of suggesting antiquity, undoubtedly he was al-
so trying to enrich the language by reviving old words that
ought not to be lost or that seemed well to suit his needs. It
was from the Pl^iade Spenser learned to go back to Chaucer for
his authority for English. Again E.K. says: "For in my opinion
it is one special prayse, of many whych are dew to this Poete,
that he hath laboured to restore, as to theyr rightfull heri-
tage such good and naturall English words, as haue ben long
time out of vse and almost cleane disherited. Which is the one-
ly cause, that our Mother tonge, which truely of it self is
both ful enough for prose and stately enough for verse, hath
long time ben counted most bare and barrein of both." (*2).
*1. "Spenser's Poetical Works"- Oxford University Press,
pages 416-17.
*2. "Spenser's Poetical Works", page 417.
(I
Then follows a condemnation of borrowing from other tongues.
But in practice Spenser himself borrowed, as did Ronsard with
discretion and as Du Bellay regarded as inevitable. There were
two other sources used by the Pl^iade for words besides the an-
cient language and the dialects and other languages. These
were (1) the arts, professions, and technical trades, where
they searched for inventions and usages, and (2) the construc-
tion of new forms from existing words of other parts of speech.
In practice Spenser followed both these pursuits. His work
shows a knowledge of the arts, (e.g. forge, vnreaue, tempred,
mollify), and is full of made words, (e.g. dreriment, hardiment,
discipled). Ronsard asserted the freedom of the poet in alter-
ing words for convenience; so also Spenser, (e.g. warelesse,
prefard, charet). A tribute is paid to Spenser in his use of
language by E.K. when he says: "Now for the knitting of sent-
ences, whych they call the joynts and members thereof, and for
al the compasse of the speach, it is round without roughnesse,
and learned without hardnes, such indeede as may be perceiued
of the least, vnderstoode of the moste, but iudged onely of the
learned. For what in most English wryters vseth to be loose,
and as it were vngyrt, in this Authour is well grounded, fine-
ly framed, and strongly trussed vp together." (*l) . Renwick
says, "Spenser treated the English language as if it belonged
to him and not he to it."(*2).
•1- "Spenser's Poetical Works," page 417.
*2. "Edmund Spenser"- Renwick, page 96.
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Spenser's use of verse is closely allied with his use of
language, and the process of experiment is similar. Constant
judgment and taste are called for. What Chaucer had done for
English verse before, had to be done all over again because of
a shift in pronunciation in the language. Spenser was the
first to do it. We have already seen how he resisted the
temptation to use the quantitative system of Latin prosody.
Like Ronsard, Spenser appreciated the close alliance between
poetry and music and the importance of the cultivation of mu-
sic. Now English differed from most other languages, particu-
larly the synthetic ones, in a respect that Spenser was keen
to realize: the unit of English speech is the phrase rather
than the word. The revival of English poetry coincides with
the period of English music, and Elizabethan music was made
for the voice. This was another realization that helped
Spenser in his judgment. To Mulcaster he owed the insistence
on the study of music, and the trained ear was one of the pre-
cepts of Du Bellay and Ronsard. This relationship of music
has an effect on the pauses. Spenser learned to use the
caesura with great variation and beauty. With equal skill he
experimented with many metres and with variations of rime
schemes. He borrowed widely just as Ronsard did, judging,
weighing, and adapting. In versification as in language, like
the Ple*iade, he was enriching the English language and creat-
n »
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ing a new English poetry.
Having seen that in adoption of types from the ancients,
in the exaltation of the mother tongue, and in the experi-
mentation with verse, Spenser was closely following the pre-
cepts of the Ple*iade, we might now find it interesting to dis-
cuss more closely a particular work that runs somewhat parallel
with a particular work of the Pleiade. I have chosen the
"Amoretti" and Ronsard's "Amours" for this study.
In all their pillaging of foreign matter, no form received
more attention from the Ple'lade than the sonnets of Petrarch.
They made this form, indeed, their special vehicle of ex-
pression, and the sonnet and the sonnet sequence became the
characteristic mark of their school. Ronsard alone wrote near-
ly a thousand sonnets, chiefly sequences: "Amours de Cassandre','
"Amours pour Helene," and "Amours pour Astre'e." Du Bellay
made use of the form in a sequence called "Olive", and a se-
quence of political and metaphysical sonnets called "Regrets"
and "Antiquites de Rome." De Balf also wrote sonnets vol-
uminously to mistresses and to patrons. We find that these
works bear the earmarks of the Petrarchan tradition, a tradi-
tion which we can best know in its essential characteristics
by going back to the Italian sonnet. (*l).
•1. Information on the Italian sonnet and on Petrarch is
given in Sidney Lee's introduction to "Elizabethan Sonnets."
—
i—
_
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The sonnet may be regarded as an invention of the Ital-
ians, though it actvally goes back more remotely to the Greek
epigram; for it was the Italians who give it definite shape
and popularized it. Dante is the first sonneteer of historic
interest, the man who sounded the note of the Renaissance
sonnet. His "Vita Nuova" contained thirty-one lyrical poer>s,
twenty-five of which were sonnets, and the whole work, inter-
spersed with passages of prose. Other sonnets he wrote were
intermingled with canzone and ballate. The next writer in
the tradition is Petrarch (1304-1373), who devoted himself
rainly to the use of the sonnet. Although he is very little
different from Dante either in the form or spirit of his
sonnets, his fame as a sonneteer became very much greater than
that of his predecessor, so great that in all Western Europe
he care to be looked upon as the father of the sonnet. Both
Dante and Petrarch had these qualities in common: (a) Their
sequences recited the course of their emotions of love toward
their fair lady, (b) Some of them treated in a general way
the pangs and joys of love. (c) A few of them paid tribute
to fsmous ren. (d) They always ictured love In its etherial
as ects, bringing out the Platonic ideal. (e) The physical
attributes of the lady were sung to bring out the "Idea",
meaning "the idea of beauty which has its home in celestial
spheres." (*1)*
#1. "Elizabethan Sonnets" by Sidney Lee, page 14.
•
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The extant sonnets of Petrarch consist of tv/o sequences,
one (227) addressed to Laura alive, and the other (90), to
Laura after death. With great skill Petrarch makes of his
collections a rich lyrical medley, interspersing his sonnets
with ballades, Beat linen, madrigals, and odes, but throughout,
the sonnet is the chief instrument. This habit of interrup-
tion with other forms became characteristic of the European
sonr.et. Petrarch pictured and discussed the effect on love
of the elements of nature, of spring, of summer, Of light or
darkness, of the presence or absence of his mistress. He
T:sed every embellishment for the description of the beauty
of his mistress, the details of her features, her intellect-
ual qualities, and her high Mrth. He very seldom dipped
from the ethereal sphere to touch of earth* Furthermore,
his work contains a current of religious fervor, sometimes
gives expression to strong political feeling, or bears
witness to affection for a friend or a patron. Later sonnet-
eers overdeveloped some of t^ese points, for instance, reli-
gious medita^Vrft and political exhortation. Also the in-
creased availability of classical material led in the six-
teenth century to new classical threads to be woven together
with those of Petrarch, such as "The cult of Venus, the
Cytherean goddess, and of Cupid, he:- Puck — like son. (*1)
•1, Sidney Lee's "Elizabethan Sonnets" page XVII
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and other fanciful images drav/n from Greek and Latin,
As it has been said, the Pleiade applied themselves most
assiduously to the sonnet and probably the sonnet had no more
assiduous students than the Pleiade and the French. Sidney
Lee (*-l) says that a student of the Italian sonnet would find
little or nothing that he was not already familiar with, in
sixteenth century French sonnet literature. Here too, one
would find idealized beauty, now yielding, now unyielding;
imagery derived from imitation; "flowers and precious stones,
planets and comets, sunrise and sunset, shipwrecks and sieges,
the ghostly phantoms of lovers' nights, tigresses and Medusas. n
(-::-2) The worldly and sensual aspects of love give way to un-
reality according to Sidney Lee, but admirers of Ronsard, like
Curtis hidden Page (*3) and Humbert V/olfe, (-«-4) would have a
'indlier word for the lyric reality at least of Ronsard' s work,
•
as Herbert Cory (-«-5) has a kindlier verdict on the reality of
the inspiration b eh i n d ..penser's sonnet sequence. The French
writers also composed many sonnets in honor of men of position
•1« "Elizabethan Sonnets".
#2. "Elizabethan Sonnets" - Sidney Lee, page XXIV.
*3. Inferred from tribute paid by him in "Songs and Sonnets
of Pierre de Ronsard.
"
-«-4. "Pierre de Ronsard: Sonnets pour Ilelene" (with English-
renderings by Humbert V/'olfe, Preface page XXI.
*5. "Edmund Spenser, A Critical Study"-IIerbert E. Cory-Chapt.4
••
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or men of fashion, and many on metaphysical and political sub-
jects. Thus we see that sonnet literature had become a French
child by adoption. Although nearly all that is found in the
sonnet may be traced back to the Italians, the French are prob-
ably a more immediate influence on English sonnet writing at
its height.
Sidney Lee (*1) says that when the sonnet form first came
to England, it was recognized as the child of Petrarch, but
that his influence alone was not strong enough to set a vogue
for sonnet writing. It was the French who helped inspire a
new movement . In Wyatt and Surrey, Elizabethan sonneteers had
their precursors in the use of the sonnet, as the Ple'iade had
theirs in Marot . Their work appeared in Tottel's "Miscellany"
in 1557. They drew their inspiration from Petrarch, though
Wyatt occasionally turned to the French. Wyatt and Surrey,
however, did not cause a flurry of sonnet writers to follow in
their wake. It was under French influence that the sonnet came
to England again and became fashionable. Thomas Watson, Edmund
Spenser, and Sir Philip Sidney are the three chief beginners
of the Elizabethan sonnet. Spenser we find made his acquaint-
ance with the Petrarchan sonnet through Marot. All of them
would be diligent students of the French models as well as of
the Italian. But the bulk of sonneteers that followed them
•1. "Elizabethan Sonnets," Introduction, page XXVII.
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would probably draw their material wholly from the French, as
examples of plagiarism soon showed. If we should compare Sid-
ney and Spenser, we should find that Sidney adopted more of the
conceits than Spenser. This fact corresponds with Sidney's
generally more precise habit of following a convention (already
noted as a tendency of the Areopagus). Sidney produced his
sonnet sequence, "Astrophel and Stella", many years before
Spenser wrote the "Amoretti", published in 1595, written prob-
ably in 1593.
The title of the "Amoretti" at the outset reminds us of
Ronsard's title "Amours," meaning love poems. They were des-
cribed by their publisher as 'sweet' and 'conceited', another
respect in which they resembled the French and Ronsard. They
thus represent Spenser's contribution to the fashionable fad
of the day, and are in conformance with the convention, yet
differ in that the feeUng that lies behind the convention is
in Spenser's case more sincere than that of the others. The
work comprises a collection of eighty-eight sonnets addressed,
as most critics believe, to Elizabeth Boyle, who later became
his wife. The sequence is uninterrupted by any forms other
than the quatorzain, but has attached at the end an epigram.
We notice on the other hand that Ronsard i£ following more
closely the Petrarchan medley of poems, interspersing his son-
nets with odes, elegies, chansons, and madrigals. As for the
form of the sonnet itself (iambic pentameter fairly consist-
11
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ently), Ronsard uses this rhyme scheme: ab"baabbaccdeed, with
variations in the last six lines, such as ccbeeb or cccdcd, and
so forth. The last line is almost always an Alexandrine. Spen-
ser's rhyme is very consistently ababbcbccdcdee . There are
three variations from this: sonnet II (ababbcbcdedeff ) , son-
net VIII (ababcdcdef efgg) , and sonnet XLII (ababbcbccbcbcc) . In
other words, Ronsard is using in the last six lines two tercets,
and Spenser, a quatrain and a couplet. In two sonnets, X and
XLV, Spenser concludes with an Alexandrine, which many critics
believe he derived from Ronsard. The metrical flow of the
poetry in the French, of course, is dependent on quantity, and
in the English, on the beat or accent. The skilful use of the
caesura in both may indicate French influence on Spenser. Sir
Philip Sidney in his "Defense" says that the caesura was em-
ployed by the English and the French, as distinct from the It-
alian and the Spanish.
The general effect and general sentiment of the poems
are similar; both have lyric charm. In true conventional style
each poet depicts the course of his love and his moods as de-
pendent on the will of his mistress, who is cold and cruel.
Spenser in sonnet I refers to hands, "which hold my life in
their dead doing might"; in sonnet II, if she will not grant
him favor, he will perish; likewise in sonnet Vii, she has the
power to cheer or to smite as with lightning. In sonnet X, he
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is tormented while she scorns him and maies his pain her
sport; in sonnet XI, she is a cruel warrior; in XII he is kept
in cruel bands. Her direst cruelty appears in sonnet XVIII:
"Yet cannot I, with many a dropping teare,
and long intreaty, soften her hard hart:
So doe I weepe, and wa:/le, and pleade in vaine,
whiles she as Steele and flint doth still renayne."
Also, in XX, though he bows in abject humility, she joys in
cruelty more than the lion. In XXV he wonders how long "He can
endure this life that Is like dying, thus held wavering between
fear and hope
:
"Yet better were attonce to let me die,
Than to torment me thus with cruelty,
"
But if she means to rive him prace at last, he gladly suffers
all the woes. Still more scorn appeals in XXIX, and in XXX
he is under her control, and "such is the power in gentle
mind, that it can alter all the course of kynd. " In XXXI:
"Ah why hath nature to so hard a hart given so goodly
giftes of beauties grace?"
For she allures only to "embrew her cruel hands in bloody
bath. " The more he burns to ashes, the harder stone she be-
comes (XXXII). In XXXVIII he cannot appease v/ith his music
the tempest of her wrath; yet she has the power to save or
destroy his life. Then in XXXIX, he is lifted into ecstacy by
her smile. But in XLI she is cruel again and continues to
torment cruelly in XLII. In XLV she is marred by her cruelty
and is still the cruel fair in XLVI and XLVII, XLIX, LI, LIII,

LIV, LV, and LVII. In LVI, she is compared to the tiger op-
pressing the feeble beast, or the pitiless storm, or the rock
in its hardness. In sonnet VI appears a consolatory thought,
that the love that grows slowly is worth more in the end:
"The durefull Oake, whose sap Is not yet ("ride,
is long ere it conceiue the kindling fyre:
but when it once doth burne, it doth divide,
great heat, and rakes his flames to heauen aspire.
So hard it is to kindle new desire,
in gentle brest that shall endure for euer.
"
In like manner, Ronsard's mistress is cold and cruel,
with perhaps a little more emphasis on the coldness and hard-
ness and his own abject despair that threatens his reason. He
seems to blame the emotion more than the lady. or example,
it is his thought which he compares to the tiger and to the
lion in its cruelty, where Spenser makes the comparison between
the lady and the lion (XX) or tiger (LVI). A few examples
will serve to illustrate that Ronsard's thought is very much
the same. In "Cassandre, " page 354 (Van Bever edition), he
curses the mirror that renders her so haughty proud. In son-
net I Love mocks and laughs at him and takes satisfaction in
his pain, likewise in XXXIX. In LXIV again Love mocks, wounds,
and gives death, but he thinks him happy who dies for love of
her. In XXXV the thought of Love devours like a lion:
"Puisse avenir qu'une fois je me vange
De ce penser qui devore mon coeur,
Et qui tousjours comme un lion veinqueur,
Sous soi lMtrangle, et sans pitie" le mange. n
In sonnet III, he is held in bonds, but likes his captivity;
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in VII the cruel fire of a Fury consumes his very bones; in
XI, he seeks a truce and pleads for death, to ;:ive him deliv-
erance. In XII, he hopes and fears, and finds nothing pleas-
ing except what is wearing him out. In XVIII, she is of
divine beauty, but of very cold heart, and his reason is en-
chanted, as it is again in XXV, In XXII, his love seems hope-
less; in XXVII, he is struck dumb. In XXVIII, he wonders why
his reason is taken away, and he is haunted by fire, tiger,
and torrent. In XXIX, he loves to dream of her grace. In
XLIV, he is full of fears, doubts, and hopes. In XLVI, he
hopes to be rewarded for all his pains by her favor. In L
she is cruel though beautiful, and in LIV she has no pity,
though still he loves his yoke. In LVII he is full of misery
and torment; and so on. In Ronsard appears a consolatory
thought very similar to the one in Spenser in Sonnet VI:
"I 'Arbre qui met a croistre a la plante asseur6e;
Celuy qui croist bien tost ne dure pas long temps,
II n 1 endure des vents les souflets inconstans:
Ainsi, 1 'Amour tardive est de longv.e dure'e."
"Pour Hellene," Bl .1, Sonnet XXII.
So the love that grows slowly is of longest duration.
In the description of the lady herself, her powerful eyes
are her most telling characteristic. One has the feeling in
reading Ronsard that this feature looms in almost every sonnet
particularly in "Cassandre." They thrill and hold entranced
and kill and turn to stone. "Cassandre," Book I, Sonnet VIII,
# 1 *
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is a representative illustration of Ronsard f s treatment of
them:
"Lors que mon oeil pour t'oeillader s* amuse,
Le tien habile a ses traits decocher,
Estrangement m'empierre en iin rocher,
Comme un re arc; d f une horrible ! eduse.
Et que mon chef par le feu de tes yens
So it diffam6, comme les monts d'Epire,
Sont diffame's par les flames des cieus.
"
Again in Sonnet XIV, "Cassandre" I, the spell of the eyes has
him so strongly held in bonds that nothing but death will draw
him away, and in XXXV her divine eyes inflame and freeze; in
XXV, they are the lights of bis life, and his reason is rav-
ished by them. A few of the many other sonnets on this sub-
ject are "Cassandre, " XLII, LVIII, CCX. Spenser has not
neglected to bring out this feature, but not quite so persist-
ently as Ronsard. Sonnets VII, VIII, and IX are addressed
primarily to the eyes, but references appear in others (X,
XII, XVI, XXI, iXXIli, XXIV, XXXVI, XLVII, LVII). In XII he
is kept in cruel bands by them, like Ronsard; in XVI and in
LVII, they send forth legions of deadly arrov/s, as in Ronsard.
In XXI they have the power over life and death. Another
important feature is the golden hair. Sonnets XLII and LV of
"Cassandre", Book I, refer characteristically to the hair of
gold. Spenser's chief example is sonnet XXXVII, but also
LXXIII and LXXXI. The idea of feasting In the presence of
the lady or under the spell of her eyes as on ambrosia occurs
•hypiftflHy In "P, fl .qaflnHrft"
,
Rnrmftfc Y, anrl In Spang^T* .Wpf.g
••
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XXXIX, LXXIII, LXXVI, and LXXXIII..
A favorite device of the French is to enumerate flowers
and precious stones, than which the lady is more fair. A
typical sonnet in Ronsard is LV, "Cassandre, " including both
flowers and stones, and other precious materials: "cheveus
d'or", "lis," "oeillets," "porphyre, " "ivoire", "perlettes",
"diamans", and "lis pourpr^s de roses"; another is sonnet VI,
and also XXIII. In Spenser, Sonnet IX mentions diamonds,
crystal, glass to which he may compare the eyes of his mis-
tress; in XV and LXXXI, sapphires, rubies, pearls, ivory,
gold, and silver, emblems of her eyes, her lips, her teeth,
her forehead, hair, and hands. In XXVI is a catalogue of sweet
plants and flower, each of which has some unpleasant quality;
then he should not complain because of the hardness of attain-
ing his sweet mistress. In LXX is reference to flowers,
though not by names; in LXXI, to the eglantine. But the most
important of all in Spenser is Sonnet LXIV, in which he com-
pares her to a garden and catalogues the glory of her perfec-
tions by comparing each of her charms to some flower. The
opening of this sonnet is similar to a passage in Ronsard 's
"Cassandre", CXL.
Spenser: ". ethooght I smelt a garden of sv:eet flowres:
that dainty odours from them threw around.
"
Ronsard: "Du beau jardin de son printem.ps riant
Sort un parfum mesme l'Orient
Embasmeroit de ses douces haleines."
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That the merchandise from India is not more precious than her
beauty, in Spenser, Sonnet XY, is Similarly treated in
Ronsard 's "Cassandre", Booh I, CLXXXIX, and "Sonnets pour
I elene, 1 XXII. The references to ice and fire, as also to
ships and tempests and the Idea of beauty, as in "Amoretti",
LXXXVIII, though they occur in both Spenser and Ronsard,
would come to Spenser more directly from Petrarch. The idea
of war apnlied figuratively to love appears frequently in
Ronsard, as in "Cassandre", LII, LIX, and CCX. Spenser uses
the figure in Sonnets X, XI, XII, XIV, XXXVI, LII, LVII, and
LXIX. Though her personal charms may be many, after all it
is her mind or spirit that counts: "Amoretti", XV and LXXXI,
and "Cassandre", XLIX. When the lady was to be born, Honor,
Virtue, Knowledge, Beauty, and Chastity, all shared equally
in her qualities, "Cassandre", LXIX (Blanchemain edition).
Similarly in Spenser, Sonnet L I, the blessed saints adorned
her with gifts, and in LXIX the lady Is endowed with honor,
love, and chastity. In Spenser, Sonnet LXVI, the lover, hav-
ing attained his goal, feels very unworthy; in "Cassandre",
XXVII j the poet feels his inadequacy even to write her name.
The thought in Spenser, LXXVI, of his trespassing thoughts
is similar to one or two poems in Ronsard; for example,
"Cassandre", LXaII; and also Spenser, LXXVII, and "Cassandre",
XXXIX and XLI, have about the same subject matter, but are
very differently treated.

11
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Sonnet I in the "Amoretti" reminds us a little of "Son-
nets pour Felene", Book II, XXIX, lending the feelings of a
person to his verses, and in Ronsard, to his letter; Sonnet
IX, "Amoretti", and Sonnet XII, Booh II, "Pour Mlene", in
the contemplation of what he shall compare his lady to, sun,
moon, stars. In Sonnet L, Spenser speaks of the futility of
drugs and of a doctor; "Cassandre", LXX, is similar. Spenser
in Sonnet LXVII and Ronsard in "Cassandre", LX, give a picture
of the deer coming fearlessly to the stream to drink; in
Spenser, the emphasis is on the weary huntsman, and in Ronsard,
on the escaped deer, but the picture is about the same.
Spenser uses a little biographical material in his se-
quence. In Sonnet LX, he refers to his age as forty-one, one
year having passed since he came under the spell of Cupid; and
in XXIII, he refers to his whole year's work which she ruins
with one look. Compare "Cassandre", XIV:
"L f an est pass6, le vingt-uniesme jour
Du mois d'Avril, que je vins au sejour
De la prison ou. les Amours me pleurent. "
In Sonnet XXXIII, Spenser laments to Lodowick r<riskett for
not having finished "The Faerie Queene" and speaks of his
"most sacred Empresse"; and again in LXXX, he says he has
completed six books and pays tribute to Elizabeth. Ronsard
refers to the death of Charles IX and his grief in "Sonnets
pour Ee'lene", Book I, XLVIII, and incidentally in Sonnet
LVIII, "Cassandre", he addresses and praises Du Bellay.
I =
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Spenser in Sonnet LXXIV, apostrophizes the happy letters that
make up the name of three persons dear to Mm, Elizabeth,
This is quite original, but probably had its origin in the
suggestion of Petrarch's play on the name of Laura and in Ron-
sard's anagram of the name of F61ene de Suggeres in "Sonnets
pour Felene", Rook II, Sonnet VI.
Spenser refers to the immortality of his verse and its
power to render the lady immortal. In Sonnet XXVII, he talks
of the folly of his lady's pride since all she is will pass
away exceot what his verse, that never shall expire, preserves
for her. In XLVIII, he bids his verse live forever; and in
LXIX, his verse, vowed to eternity, shall be immortal monu-
ment; and in LXXV, his verse shall eternize her virtues. Ron-
sard expresses similar idea in "Cassandre", CXCIII, and Elegy,
page 124 (Blanchemain edition), and in "Marie", page 228 and
page 233. (-*1). Although Spenser is a frequent borrower of
conceits and figures, he is sometimes entirely original, as
in Sonnet LXXV:
"One day I wrote her name upon the strand,
but came the waves and washed it away. " etc.
Yet as oroof that he did draw inspiration from the French, we
may refer to his revision of "The Visions of Bellay" and ad-
-*1. The comparison of Ronsard and Spenser was obtained part-
ly by personal research and partly through suggestion given
by "Elizabethan Sonnets" lay Sidney Lee and "French Irfluerce
on Early English Classicism"by Elizabeth Jeliffe Kacintire.
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dition and translation of "Les Antiquit^s de Rome", where he
has an 'envoy' in sonnet form in which he writes:
"Bellay, first garland of free Poesie
That France "brought forth, though fruitfull of brave
wits,
Veil worthie thou of immortalitie.
"
Spenser, as we see, was in no sense a copier of Ronsard,
in that he would stoop to literal translation; it would be
impossible to find s^ch an example in Spenser's "Amoretti".
The likeness of the two "-en is in similarity of theme or of
figures and conceits, but always their material is handled
differently. e cannot doubt, however, that Spenser, well
acquainted with the "Amours", found in them many sir r-estions
of idea and figure. Some of the material would be taken
directly from Petrarch, and the two men would be drawing from
a common source, but in each instance of that, Spenser would
also know how Ronsard had handled the matter. e conclude
therefore that Spenser was influenced in his sonnet sequence
by the ?16iade, and by Ronsard and Du ellay in particular.
In conclusion, as we contemplate Spenser and his work,
his significance as the "new Poete, " we realize his striking
analogy with the Pl^iade, the likeness of his effort, of his
purpose, and of his accomplishment, in the exalting of the
vernacular, the making native of classic types to his own
language, and the creation of a new poetry. ^e v/as the true
P.enaissa- ce poet of England. lie had arswered the e ll, as
Ronsard and the Ple*iade in France.

SUMMARY
As the Pleiade represents the true coming of the Renais-
sance to Prance, Edmund Spenser represents its advent to
England. Through Richard I. ulcaster ' s teaching, his own uni-
versity interests, the Areopagus, and various contemporary
works in criticism and in poetic effort, Spenser would be
sufficiently acquainted with the Pldiade to be influenced
somewhat by the work of this group of poets. The Pldiade,
as shown in "La Deffense et 1 ' Illustration de la Langue
Francoise," had the purpose of bringing into French the types
sed by the ancients, and at the same time to exalt the use
of the vernacular and to enrich the language by various
methods.
Spenser shows that he had the same aims and purposes.
His works reveal his use of ancient classic types. E. K. 1 s
commentary on "The Shepheardes Calender" proves that he was
definitely following the ancients, and at the same time exalt
ing the vernacular and reviving old words. He was enriching
t^e language by the same methods as the Pleiade. In his use
of type there are also quite direct similarities to the
Ileiade. The chief likenesses between Spenser and this group
of poets may be found by a comparison of the "Amoretti" and
and "Les Amours". The sonnet and sonnet sequence, the chief
medium of expression of the Pleiade, showed marled Petrarchan
characteristics. The French were an important influence in
•
making the sonnet popular in Elizabethan England. Spenser
shows similarity to the French, as represented by "Les Amours,"
in his treatment of the lady, bis figures, his imagery, and
his conceits. Though Spenser is hardly an imitator of the
Pleiade, in much of his work he is analogous to them, doing
for England v/hat they had done for France.
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